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FOREWORD
This thesis, with slight modifications, was originally
published as Bulletin 368 of th© Purdue University Agricul
tural Experiment Station. It represents th© results of a
cooperative study "by the Department of Forestry, Purdue
University; and the Central States Forest Experiment Station,
United States Department of Agriculture. The writer, as
senior author, of the original bulletin, was responsible
for th© development of the study, the organization of the
field work, the compilation and analysis of the data, and
the preparation of the manuscript*

Professor Daniel DenUyl

of Purdue University, th® junior author, supervised th©
field work and assisted in the compilation and analysis of
the field data.
the two authors.

All conclusions were reached jointly by

THE NATURAL REGENERATION OF FARM WOODS
FOLLOWIMG THE EXCLUSION OF LIVESTOCK
Ralph K. Day
THE RELATION OF GRAZING TO THE FIRMfOGDS
The livestock industry has developed steadily in th©
Corn Belt section of Indiana, because it has been more
profitable to feed grain t© beef and other animals, and
sell them or their products, than it has been to market th©
grain. This system of livestock management has naturally
caused an increase in the acreage devoted to the raising of
cultivated forage crops, with a resultant curtailment of
the acreage of pasture land*

The amount ©f pasture land

now available, in the fifty-six counties lying entirely or
partially within the Corn Belt of Indiana, is conservatively
estimated at less than fifty per cent of the area which
would be required if the livestock were not maintained
largely on grain and cultivated forage crops. That over
stocking is seriously affeeting the forage value of these
pastures is well recognized. Many farmers report that their
native pasture lands have deteriorated to the point that
they are capable of supporting less than half of their
former carrying capacity.

After twelve years of protection from livestock

Figure 2.

One-third of the pasture in the Corn Belt Counties is in farm woodlands.
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The farmers hay® frequently turned to their woodlands
to supplement the steadily decreasing acreage of pasture.
According to figures from the 195© census, practically ©aethird ©f the total acreage of pasture land in these fiftysix counties is in the form of farmwoods. This amounts to
1,141,84® acres or SS.f per cent of th® total acreage ©f
farmwoods in these counties. These wooded pastures ar®
usually stocked fully as heavily as open pastures, and are
"being very much more severely injured by overgrazing*

It

is estimated"*" that the average farmwoods in the Corn Belt
is being overgrazed to the extent of at least five times
its carrying capacity. It is obvious that the livestock
would soon starve t© death in these woodlands if they did
not receive supplementary feeding.
The present stands of timber in these good farming
districts are largely the eulled remnants of the splendid
forests which one® occupied the region. In the past re
peated cuttings, fir®, and grazing have all been contribu
ting factors in this decline, but unquestionably grazing
has been the most harmful*

Neither fire nor cutting will

entirely destroy a hardwood stand, for while the productive

1. Balph K. Bay, Protection from Grazing is Essential to
the Welfare of the farmwoods of the Central States*
Proceedings of the First Central States Forestry Congress,
Dept. of Conservation, Indianapolis, Indiana, 1951.

s.

capaoity may "be materially lowered, seedling and sprout
growth will ultimately restock th© area. Contiguous graz
ing, however, as practised over most of this region is
actually destroying the woodlands. Fully fifty per cent
of the grazed areas are already incapable of yielding forest
products. The removal ©f mature trees by death and decay,
or by the farmer for fuel or ©ther purposes, is gradually
destroying the ©verhead stand. Since there is i© reproduc
tion becoming established to fill these openings, th® con
version of these woodlands into ©pen pastures is inevitable.
Farmwoods Bisap-pearing in Better Agricultural Districts
Th© area of woodland on farms in the fifty-sis Corn
2

Belt counties ©f the state is 1,305,349 acres, . This rep
resents 11.0 per cent of the total farm land in these
counties. Judging from these figures, one would assume
that this was a very favorable percentage, but unfortunate
ly the census figures do not give a true picture of the
aetual conditions in these better farming districts, Th®
definition of the term *w©©dlandw used by the Bureau of
the Census, is so broad that the farmer frequently reports
in this elass all land which was at ©ne time in timber, has

2. Bureau of the Census 1931—Press Releases—Preliminary
Ahnouhcemehts 1930 Census»
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never been broken, and still contains scattered trees. The
writer lias previously expressed the opinion that fully 50
per cent of the grazed woodlands of these counties hav®
reached the condition where they are no longer capable of
producing forest products and cannot b© regenerated with
desirable tre® species except by planting. Since approx
imately 84 per cent of the farmwoods in the area under con
sideration are pastured, one half ©f this or nearly 5¥5,©0©
acres does n©t represent even potentially productive wood
land, It is also estimated that the volume of timber of
even the ungrazed areas has bee®, so reduced by continuous
and unregulated cutting, that th® annual growth is consider
ably less than half of the capacity ©f the sites,

It is

obvious, therefore, that while there is a relatively large
acreage of land whieh is commonly considered as farmwoods,
the actual acreage ©f productive forest in these counties
probably does not exceed 500,0©© acres, or a little over
four per cent of the total farm acreage.
While it is true that expansion of agriculture contin
ued up to the close of the World War, farming on these
better agricultural soils had become stabilized at a much
earlier period. Practically no new land has been brok®n
for crop production in the Corn Belt since 1910.

Similar

ly, in this region, extensive lumber operations and forest

5,

fires have long since become negligible factors in the des
truction of woodlands.

The continued and steady decline of

farmwoods acreage from 19B0 to 1930, a period of agricul
tural retrenchment, -must therefore be largely charged
against the final clearing off of those areas which, through
continuous grazing and repeated cuttings, have completed the
transition from forest to prairie.
Th® extent to which this is occurring is not fully
appreciated, The m®st pronounced agricultural areas are in
danger of practically complete denudation of fcrest.

The

census figures for 1910, 1920, 1925, and 193© indicate that
the area ©f farmwoods in the ©orn Belt eounties of the state
has been decreasing at an average rate of nearly two per
cent per year.
This is a critical situation. The disappearance of
woodland from many of these communities will undoubtedly
have serious economic, sociologic, and aesthetic effects on
the community welfare. Injurious effects on agriculture
resulting from an upsetting of certain biological balances
are also probable, particularly in the natural control of
crop destroying insects.3 4
3. Ralph K. Day, Grazing Out the Birds. American Forests and
Forest Life. Tol. 36, Ho. 9, Washington, B.C., 1930.
4. C. L. Fluke, Farmwoodlots prove Yalue in Lessening Insect
Damage to Crops. Bulletin 410v Agricultural Experiment
Station, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin,
1930.

Most agricultural economists agree that further clear
ing of land for crop production is unwise. Further depreci
ation on the acreage of farm woodlands must be averted t©
avoid serious economic results to the farmer, the community
and the state. The farmers of the state are at present re
ceiving an annual return of over $15,000,00© for forest
5
products.
This does not include the unestimated millions
in direct savings to the farmer through the utilization ©n
his own farm of fuel wood, fence posts, and other products
cut from his woodland. The many local industries which
purchase thes® farm woodland products and manufacture them
into finished articles return additional millions to th©
public in taxes and pay rolls. If the remaining woodland
are® were destroyed, the farmer would lose a profitable
crop and would in addition have to purchase those materials
which he formerly eut from his own woodlot; many local in
dustries would close down; and the state as a whole would
have to expend millions ©f dollars for freight alone t©
bring additional lumber from the South and West.
Th® Indiana Forest Classification Act
Through the efforts of the Division of Forestry, the
solution of this grazing problem has been materially assis5. W. Leroy Hewbrech, Marketing Indiana Timber. Purdue
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 335, 1930.

?.

ted by the passage of the Forest Classification Act of 1921.
Among other benefits of this aet, it corrects the unjust
system in good farming districts of taxing forest land on
the same basis as the surrounding agricultural land. In the
past, because ©f the seriously understocked and unproductive
condition of the average Cora Belt farmwoods, the small re
turn in forage has seemed more attractive than th® prospects
of paying taxes on apparently idle land during the period
necessary for the rehabilitation of the woodland. Under
this law, the savings which can be effected through reduc
tion in taxes alone will usually more than offset the meagre
forage value of the woodland, and the farmer can well afford
to hold th® land until such time as it again becomes capable
of producing forest crops.
Over 1,15© woodland owners have availed themselves of
the benefits of this aet and in accordance with its provis
ions, livestock have been removed from over 75,00© acres ©f
farm woodland.

As a consequence, the problem has arisen of

how to manage these areas so as to assure their early re
covery to a productive forest condition. This problem is
the subject of the present bulletin.

The study, while pre

liminary in character, sets up certain tentative standards
which will assist the farmer in deciding if his woodland,
in its present condition, is worth maintaining and improving

Figure 3. Fully 50 per cent of the so-called woodlands which are being grazed in north
and north central Indiana have reached the condition where they are incapable of yielding
forest products.

Figure 4. The Ungrazed Stage—characterized by normal distribution of diameter classes,
abundant reproduction, native woodland vegetation, and normal litter and humus layers.
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for the primary purpose of producing forest crops. It also
suggests a few simple silvicultural measures whioh should
assist in bringing these woodlands back to a productive
condition.
While the field work connected with this study was
concentrated on these classified woodlands, other previous
ly grazed areas were included from which, for one reason or
another, the livestock had been removed. It was thus pos
sible to secure data on a number of areas which had been
released from grazing for periods longer than the ten years
since the enactment of the Forest Tax Law. A total of 70
plots distributed over 16 counties in north and north
central Indiana form the basis for the present study.
STAGES IN THE DECADENCE OF THE PASTURED WOODLAND
Normal Selection Forest
The ideal woodland for timber production on the farm
is one which is handled under the selection method, whereby
individual trees are removed as they beeome mature or suit
able for certain products. Such a woodland will contain
trees in all stages of development from seedlings, less
than six inches tall, to mature timber ripe for the saw.
If these trees are present in approximately the proper

9.

ratio of numbers to age or size, the woodlaad contains a
normal growing stock, and if properly managed will yield
forest produets year after year, ©t^al to the amount of the
annual growth, As the mature trees are removed there are
always one or more trees in the younger size ©lasses ready
to fill the openings and thus keep the crown canopy closed
at all times,
larlj Sta^e
Let us assume that ten head of eattie are turned into
a twenty-aere woodlaad of this character, which is about
the average iateasity of grazing in the seetion ©f the state
studied. The woods, to start with, is densely stocked with
yomng trees and there is little forage on the ground other
thaa the tree reproduction. The cattle will soon clean out
all of the tender herbs and grasses and will be forced to
turn to the shrubs and young trees. They will entirely con
sume much of the young reproduction of those species with
succulent foliage, and browse the other species more or less
in accordance with their palatibility. The older reproduc
tion, up to nearly two inches in diameter, will be badly
browsed, and frequently will hare their leaders destroyed
or deformed. In from five to ten years all of this repro
duction will have been killed out by repeated browsing; the

lower limbs ©f the older trees will have beam browsed back,
as will also those of such younger trees as had their lead
ers beyond th© reach of the eattie.

This constant defoli

ation ©f all braaches to a uniform height ereates th© char
acteristic pruned appearance (the grazing line) so c©mm@a
in pastured woodlands, luring this period some ©f the old
er trees have died ©r have been eut ©ut. This has ©pened
up the ©verhead stand to a certain degree which, together
with the lack of underbrush and reproduction, has allowed
more sunlight to reach th© ground and has permitted greater
wind acti©n. This has resulted in partially destroying the
protective humus and leaf litter so that more weeds appear
each year in the ground cover, and the tree seedlings are
less in evidence, Th® woodlaad has aow reached the con
dition typical of the early grazing stage, which is charac
terized by the absence of young trees under 4 to § inches
ia diameter, the development of the graziag line, and the
elimiaatioa of all shrubby growth except the most unpala
table species.
Transition Stage
The seeond stage, which may be termed the transition
stage, represents the period between the establishment ©f
the grazing line and the formation of a complete sod cover.

Figure 5. The Early Stage of Grazing—characterized by absence of young trees under
4"—6" in diameter, development of grazing line, and elimination of all but the most unpalatable
shrubby growth.

Figure 6. The Transition Stage—characterized by formation of complete sod cover, absence
of trees of lower crown classes, opening up of crortvn canopy, and distinct scarcity of tree re
production.

This development may require from twenty to forty years,
depending on the rate at whieh the overhead stand is removed
by death or cutting. During this period the young trees
which escaped injury in their youth, increase in diameter,
and as there are n© younger trees to take their places, the
gap in the lower diameter ©lasses increases to the point
where there are few trees below 12 to 16 inches. They have
also increased in height, and by filling up holes caused by
the death ©r removal of over mature trees, are now dominant
and eodominant trees. That is, they occupy spaee in the
general level of the crowns and are no longer available t©
fill additional openings caused by further loss among the
older trees.
the stand.

This results in a rather rapid opening up of

The increased amount of light whieh reaches

the ground further hastens the destruction of the natural
leaf litter and humus, and favors the invasion ©f field
weeds which in turn give way to a complete sod ©over. This
formation of a tight sod, together with th© absenee of
trees of the lower crown classes, the distinet opening up
of the crown canopy and the definite scarcity of tree re
production of the more palatable species, characterizes
the termination of the transition stage.
With the establishment of a tight sod, the fate of the
farmwoods is almost definitely sealed, for it is extremely

difficult to secure satisfactory natural reproduction
through a sod ©over even after the removal of livestock.
Th© two final stages cannot be readily defined, as th©
transition from one to the other is so gradual as t© be
almost imperceptible.

The number of years retired to pass

through eaeh stage depends almost entirely upon the rate at
which the overhead stand is removed by cutting or death.
The two stages have been rather arbitrarily divided into
the open park stag© and the final stage. The data available
indicates that, in general, grazed woodlands in whieh the
crowns of the trees occupy less than 50 per cent of th©
available space will not restock naturally to desirable
species. This crown density has therefore been selected as
the line of division between the two stages. Crown density
is normally expressed in percentage of th© ground shaded by
the overhead stand.
Open Park Sta^e
The open park stage, therefore, is characterized by a
crown density of 50 per cent or more, a complete sod cover,
and complete absence of all tree seedlings, except the most
unpalatable species. Frequently stagheadedness begins to
be apparent in the overhead stand, probably caused by the
packing of the soil about the roots of the trees and by a

Figure 7. The Open Park Stage—characterized by a complete sod cover, crown density
50 to 70 per cent, complete absence of all but the most unpalatable tree seedlings, and occasionally
stagheadedness in the older trees.

Figure 8. The Final Stage—characterized by a complete sod cover, crown density less than
50 per cent, practically complete absence of all tree reproduction, and frequently stagheadedness
and death of the older trees.
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decreased moisture supply. The accelerated rate of evapor
ation caused by the opening up of the stand undoubtedly
results in a lowering of soil moisture content. Soils of
grazed woodlands are much less por©us and absorb rainfall
far less readily than is th© case of woodland soils where
grazing is not practiced. Stagheadedness of the trees,
and their gradual death is also no doubt due in part to a
reduced food supply resulting from the constant loss of th©
normal leaf litter, which in undisturbed woods, ordinarily
returns large quantities of readily available food materials
to the soil.
Final stag©
The last stage in the transition is characterized by
those stands whieh have a crown density of less than 5© per
cent, a complete sod cover, practically complete absence ©f
all tree reproduction, and considerable stagheadedness ©f
the overhead stand.

The time required to complete th©

transitiom from the close of the ©pen park stage to the
condition of open pasture with scattered trees obviously
depends entirely on the rate of removal of the overhead
stand. By this time practically everything of merchantable
quality has been removed, and the remaining overmature and
worthless trees either die off one by one, or else, as is

frequently the case, they are finally cleared off, the
stumps burned and the area put into crops.

The death of

these old trees, as the stand opens up a@re and more, is
frequently hastened by the trampling of the livestock whieh
shade up tinder them.
THE BXLATION OF GRAZING TO NATURAL REGENERATION
The foregoing discussion emphasizes the fact that th®
gradual transition from woodland to open pasture is primar
ily a result of the absence of tree reproduction, but this
is by no means the only or necessarily the most important
ehange which is taking place in woodlands through continued
grazing. It is obvious that the mere removal of livestock
from such woodlands will not immediately assure their re
habilitation. The normal elimatie, physiographic, and
biotie conditions found in the ungraded woods must be at
least partially re-established before, natural regeneration,
of desirable species and in amounts sufficient to assure a
full stand at maturity, can be expected. In order t© better
understand the problem of recreating these conditions, it
will be desirable to review briefly the relation of grazing
to natural reproduction and to consider the effect of con
tinued grazing on those factors which control natural
regeneration.

15.

Description of the Forest Type®
While a rather large number of tree mixtures ©an be
fouad ia aorth and north central Indiana, most of them ©an.
b© grouped iat© three rather broad regional farest types.
These are th© "oak-hickory*, the "beeeh-maple", ant the
•wet upland" types. In view of the relatively few plots
which could be compared if further refinement were attempted,
the quantitative data secured ia this field study was anal
yzed and will be discussed in relation to these three broad
types.
The oak-hickory typ® is th© most important is th®
regies studied, exceeding in acreage both th® beeeh-mapl©
and the wet upland.

Occupying as it does the thinner and

drier soils, early land clearing was not as extensive as ©a
the more fertile lands found in the beech-maple type.

Th®

major speeies ia the type are white oak (duercus alba),
black oak (Cftereus velutina), red oak (duereus borealis),
and hickories (Hieoria). The oaks and hickories constitute
from sixty t© eighty-five per cent of the stand. Other
principal associates of the type is northern Indiana are
white ash (Fraxinus amerieaaa), slippery elm (Ulmus fulva),
sugar maple (Acer saceharum), beech (Fagus grandifolia),
and basswood (Tilia glabra).
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Th© beech-maple type is widespread throughout the
state, becoming limited only in the region of the Knobs
and in the dry, sandy regions in the northwestern counties.
Although commonly found on better soils than the oak-hiekory, it is often associated with the latter. Many ecolo6
gists believe that the climax type on all upland soils is
the region is beech-maple, and that the oak-hickory type
frequently is a temporary or sub-climax type, resulting
where fire or other disturbing faetors have destroyed the
climax or prevented its formation. The type is rieh ia its
variety of species, but usually the tw© dominants, beech
(Fagus grandifolia), and sugar ©r hard maple (Acer saccharusi), constitute 50 per cent or more of the stand by number.
Other principal associates in northern and north central
Indiana are white ash (Fraxinus americana), shagbark hickory
(Hicoria ovata), and yellow poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera).
Throughout most of the region repeated cuttings have
so badly eulled the mature beech-maple stands that they
cannot be considered as commercially important as th© oakhiekory. Th® removal of the more desirable hard maple and
yellow poplar has resulted in these stands being dominated
by beech.

Being a very tolerant tree, it is usually

6. Weaver, J. 1., and Clements, F. E., Plant Ecology, page
453. McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc., Few York, 1929.

present in the understory of the ungrazed woods, and quick
ly occupies the openings caused by the removal of the more
desirable individuals.

Beeeh has also the ability of put

ting out lateral branches readily, and many trees whieh
were left after cutting operations have branched out and
now shade three or four times as much ground as they would
normally in a elosed stand.

These two factors have combined

in creating the present undesirable conditions im so many
of our beech-maple stands.
The wet upland type comprises several upland swamp
communities:

the American elm, white ash and red maple

community; the pin oak, red gum, beeeh community; and th©
pi® oak, swamp white oak community. Besause of the rather
limited extent and commercial importance ©f these types im
northern and north central Indiana, and the faet that they
are less extensively used for grazing purposes, they are
being considered under one heading.

While there is a wide

difference in the species composition f@r these three com
munities, the environmental conditions are much th® same,
as is also the effect of grazing on the type, and on the
regeneration of the woodland following the exclusion of
livestock.
All three communities are probably sub-climax.

On

those situations where water stands throughout the spring,
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the dominant species are usually American elm (Ulmus amerieana) black ash (graxinus nigra), and red maple (Acer
rubrum). The principal secondary species are pin oak
(Quereus palmstris), and swamp white oak (Q.uereus hieolor).
As the site "becomes better drained, the blaek ash gives
way to the white ash (Fraxinus amerieana), with bur oak
(Quercus macroearpa), and bigleaf shagbark hickory (Hieoria
laeiniosa) coming in as important secondary species.

With

further increase in drainage basswood (Tilia glabra), shagbark hickory (Hieoria ovata), red oak (Q,uercus borealis
maxima), swamp chestnut oak (Quereus prinus), and bitternut
hickory (Hieoria eordiformis) beeome increasingly important.
Ixtent of Grazing in the Types
Woodland grazing is more generally practiced in the
oak-hickory type than in either the beech-maple or wet-upland
types. This is largely due to th® greater abundance of pal
atable grass, herbaceous and shrubby vegetation in the nor
mal oak-hickory stand. 0ak and hickory, being less tolerant
than beech and hard maple, do mot form sueh a dense crown
eanopy, and sufficient light penetrates to the forest floor
to favor a comparatively complete ground eover of moderate
forage value.

Many grasses of high palatability, sueh as

the fescues, blue joint, rye grass, blue grass, brome, bent
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grass and the panic grasses are found in the ungrazed woods.
Much of the herbaceous vegetation is composed of such valu
able forage plants as yarrow, sweet cicely, clear weed,
several species of violets, and the elovers, vetches, and
trefoils.
Grazing reduces the abundance of many of these pala
table species and a number are eliminated entirely.

Their

places are filled by invading species which, alth©mgh usual
ly classed as weeds and recognized as lower in forage value,
are present in sufficient numbers to maintain a higher car
rying capacity for the oak-hiekory type than is possible
from the scantier vegetative cover of the other types.
In the normal beech-maple stand the erowns are so well
closed, and the shade so dense that there is a distinct
dearth of forage grasses. The herbaceous flora is also
largely composed of unpalatable plants.

As in the oak-

hickory woods, the gradual ehange in environmental condi
tions permits a number ©f weed species to invade and suc
ceed the native flora. Mentally, however, the vegetation
never becomes as abundant as in the oak-hickory type and
for this reason grazing is slightly less important. Splen
did ungraded beech-maple stands can be found in certain
portions of the region. Although not as widespread, the
intensity of grazing on individual tracts is usually higher
in this type.

This is due to the fact that the soils are

more fertile and have been subjected to more clearing, and
consequently the woods are smaller.

Also sinee there is

more land under cultivation, the number of livestock is
frequently greater.
In individual cases on small tracts woodland grazing
is as intensive in the wet upland type as in the other tw©
types. For the region as a whole, however, the livestock
industry has not developed on the wet soils associated with
this type, to the extent it has on the better drained soils
of the oak-hiekory ©r beech-maple types.

The coarse grass

and weed vegetation, the presence of water for long periods
in the spring, and the common occurrence of poisonous
plants deter the farmer from extensive use of these areas
for pasture.
Change in gompositiom of the Stand Through Continuous grazing
While it is true that the ]fc@ech-maple type throughout
the region is somewhat less subject to grazing than the oakhiekory, individual woodlands are usually more heavily
stocked.

The reason for this has been discussed under the

preceding heading, few woodlands are grazed by less than
one eow unit for every four acres, and in the average farmwoods there is only 1.4 aeres per cow unit. Under such
heavy grazing, only the most unpalatable species of trees

El

can survive through the reproduction period.

Of those

trees commonly found in the beech-maple woodlands of north
ern Indiana, only wwed species such as blue beech, papaw,
hop horbeam, and hawthorn are present in the underst©ry of
the most heavily grazed stands, Even under very light in
tensities of grazing (less than one animal unit for every
ten acres of woodland), the more sucsulent species such as
yellow poplar, white ash, sugar maple, basswood, and slip
pery elm are browsed, and the yellow poplar is often entirely consumed and eliminated from the woodland.

Continuous

grazing over a period of fifty or more years, even under
sueh light grazing, will undoubtedly alter the composition
©f the normal beeeh-maple stand, though the retardation of
the proper development of these highly palatable species,
and the consefuent favoring of less palatable. Figure 9
indicates in graphic form the gradual change in composition
which takes place in heavily grazed Meeeh-maple stands.
The fact that the oak-hickory type is not as inten
sively grazed, together with the lower palatability of th©
foliage of the type species, is responsible for the slightly
less injurious effect of grazing on the reproduction in

7. Balph K. Day, Relation of Grazing to the Farmwoods.
Annual Investigative Beport for 1929 and Program for
1950, Central States Forest Experiment Station, Columbus,
Ohio, 1930. Mimeographed.
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woodlands of this type than in the beech-maple woods.

It

has been found, however, that even under conditions which
approach rang© grazing, as practiced i«. the southern part
of Indiana, continued grazing has a distinctly selective
effect on th© reproduction. The percentage of the less pal
atable species gradually increases with a corresponding
decrease among those plants of greater forage value. As
the intensity of grazing increases, this selective effect
becomes more and more apparent. Throughout the region
studied, th© intensity of grazing in the oak-hiekory type
rarely falls below one animal unit for every five acres of
farmwoods, and the average was 1.7 acres per animal unit#
©razing under sueh intensities soon eliminates reproduction
of all but the most unpalatable species, particularly sueh
weed tree species as hop hornbeam, hawthorn, and blue
beeeh.

Table 1 illustrates rather clearly the species

common t© oak-hiekory woodlands in northern and north cen
tral Indiana which will survive under various intensities
of grazing.
In the wet upland type the average intensity of graz
ing is abomt three acres per cow unit, as compared with
less than two for the oak-hiekory and beech-maple types.
The practice ©f enclosing a woodland with an adjacent pas
ture is more common in this type.

This, of course, does

Figure 10. Only weed tree species are present in the understory of heavily grazed beech
maple stands. Papaw has occupied this opening to the total exclusion of all other species.

Figure 11. The weed species seed abundantly. Dense reproduction of hop hornbeam will
frequently prevent the establishment of more desirable species following a heavy cutting in
the beech-maple type.
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not prevent some woodland browsing, bmt under normal con
ditions stock seek th* woods only during the heat of the
day. Considerable damage to young reproduction occurs
through trampling and uprooting, when livestock is turned
into these moist woods to© early in the spring, loot in
juries to larger trees are also common, because of the
characteristic shallow root systems. The soil packs very
readily, and frequently in more ©pea stands becomes baked
to the extent that practically no vegetation can become
established. Based on general observations and th© relative
palatability of the species, it is a fairly safe assumption
that under continued grazing, the dominant species will
likely give way to certain of the associated species. Ap
parently many of these stands are gradually being converted
to almost pure stands ©f pin oak. Black cherry, bigleaf
shagbark, and shagbark hickory also appear to be favored
by grazing.
Seed Production
The oaks are intermittent seed producers.

White oak

produces seed every four to seven years and heavy crops
every eight to ten years, ©n poor soils and with insuffi
cient moisture, seed bearing is less frequent and crops are
less abundant. Red and black oak are more prolific, large

TABLE 1
RSL&TIYE FREQUENCY OF BlOfSIHG OF TREl SPECIES
Oak-Hickory Type
Worthern Indiana
36 Plots1
(Based on percentage of browsing on reproduction. over 6 inches high)
Browsed under Browsed under
larely browsed
Eelished
light grazing moderate grazing
under heavy
©Ten under very
under all (10 acres or (4 to 10 acres
grazing ( Z - 4 , heavy grazing
conditions more per eov
acres per cow (Lees than 2
per ©ow unit)
unit)
acres per eov
unit)
White ash
Black ash
Beech.
Bed cedar
"Shagbark'
Sugar
American elm
hickory
Black locust
Blue beech
maple
logwood
Black maple
Sassafras
Hop hornbeam
led maple
Basswo©t
Bl&@k oak
Black walnut Papaw
Bittemut hickory Hawthorn
White oak
Slippery
Persimmon
Pignut hickorj
led oak
elm
Shellbark hickory
Scarlet oak
Sycamore
Honey locust
Yellow oak
Kentucky coffee
tree
Bur oak
Black
Sprout reproduction of sycamore, black walnut, and the hickories is apparent
ly much more palatable than seedling reproduction of the same species
ion,
Columbus, Ohio.
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crops are borne every two to five years. The hickories
usually produee some seed every year; heavy crops are
frequent.
With the exception ©f beech amd yellow poplar, the
dominant species in the beech-maple type produce seed ia
abundance practically every year. Good seed years of beech
occur approximately every seven years. Such seed as are
produced during intervening years are low in viability mad
are usually entirely consumed by rodent and birds. Yellow
poplar seed, while borne annually, is usually ©f very low
viability. Hop hornbeam, blue beech, dogwood and papaw,
which are usually well represented in the understory of the
beech-maple woods, are all prolific seeders.

Many woodlands

through over-cutting have been opened up to the point that
these weed trees frequently prevent the establishment aad
survival of more desirable species,
Seed production depends largely on the amount of re
serve carbohydrates aad nitrogenous material stored ia the
trees. After a tree produces a heavy crop, several years
may be required to accumulate sufficient reserves t© pro
duee the next crop.

This is particularly true with the

heavy seeded oaks and hiekories.

Continued grazing, through

the destruction of the litter and humus layers, tends t©
upset this carbon-nitrogen ratio. Unquestionably a material

percentage of the nutrients essential for seed produetios
are also lost. The small inferior crops of seed and the
scarcity ©f seed years is due in large part to a deficiency
in neeessary food materials.
Destruction of Litter and Humus
The destruction of the litter and humms layers is cor
related with both the intensity and the number of years ©f
grazing. leduetion in crown density is also an expression
of both of these factors.

As a result, the depth of litter

was found to be closely correlated with the crown density.
Depth of litter on 104 plots in all types decreased rapidly
from an average depth of 2,g inches for 10© per cent crown
densities to an average of less than 0.5 inches at abomt
per cent crown density. From this point the litter decreases
in depth slowly and finally disappears at about 15 per cent
crown density.
This destruction of the litter amd humus layers is,
next t© actual browsing of tree seedlings, the most serious
result of continued grazi@g in the farmwoods. A normal
layer of decomposing litter and humus is of very great i»portance in the entire ecology of the forest. Aside from
its value in maintaining the fertility of the top soil, it
is a valuable factor in conserving soil moisture and por
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osity. Auten

lias found that aside from the water absorp

tion capacity of the litter itself, the mineral soil at a
depth of one inch below the diff layer in virgin forests
absorbs water nearly fifty times as rapidly as do agricul
tural soils of adjacent fields. At a depth of three inches
the ratio is seventeen to one, and at a clepth of eight
inches it is two and one-half to one*
The removal of these valuable litter and humms layers
by continued grazing results in a lowering of soil fertility}
decreased soil moisture, decreased soil porosity, and in
creased range in soil temperature.

Auten, in the same re

port referred to above, states that the first nine inches
of soil in the grazed woodlands is 15 per cent heavier than
the corresponding horizon in adjacent ungraded areas. The
soil in the grazed woodland is packed, holds less moisture,
has poorer areation, and its general tilth is mueh deteri
orated.
The effects of these changes on the germination and
survival of oak and hickory seedlings are very serious,
Th® seeds which normally are stored in this litter over
winter are robbed of this protective covering and lie ex8. J. T. Auten, Porosity and Water Absorption of Forest
Soil, Unpublished manuscript./ Central States Forest
Experiment Station, Columbus, Ohio, 1931,

Figure 12. Without the protection of a litter cover the seeds are exposed to extremes of
climatic changes, are easily found by rodents and are seriously injured by trampling of cattle.

Figure 13. The shallow root system of the beech renders it especially susceptible to root
injury by livestock through trampling, and erosion and packing of the soil.
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posed on the surface of the ground.

The viability ©f th®

seeds is materially lowered under such eonditions. Fre
quently germination oeeurs too early in the spring, as a
result of the warming up of the surface soil exposed to the
direct rays of the sun.

In such eases, a severe frost will

kill the unprotected sprouting seeds. The establishment of
the seedling is often prevented through inability of the
9
root radicle to penetrate the compacted surface soil.
The
tender roots grow along the surface of the soil, and being
unprotected from excessive evaporation, are dried up aad
killed during th® first dry spell, fhe exposed seeds are
also more readily found by rodents aad are injured by tramp
ling of the cattle.
In the beech-maple type, because of the more moist
habitat, the complete removal of these layers results is a
badly compacted condition of the soil, a condition extremely
unfavorable for the germination and establishment of repro
duction. The shallow root systems of th® beech renders
them especially susceptible to injury by trampling under
such eonditions.

Occasionally this packing of the soil is

so severe that grasses which normally follow the destruction
9. G. F. Korstian, Factors Controlling Germination and Sur
vival in Oaks. Bulletin Ho. 19, Yale School of Forestry,
New Haven, 1927.
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of the litter, cannot become established and the forest
floor remains barren of all vegetation and is subject to
erosion.
On the other hand, during the early stages of grazing
and when the intensity ©f grazing is very light, th© churn
ing up of the leaf litter results ia increased germination.
The dominant species all have rather light seeds, and the
heavy leaf litter which frequently accumulates in dens®
beeeh woods is often an inhibiting factor in their germin
ation, establishment, and early survival.

Yellow poplar

seed, for example, has insufficient stored food to permit
its embryonic roots to reach mineral soil and become estab
lished through a litter covering of more than two inches.
Consequently, the churning up of the litter resulting from
grazing during the early stages is favorable for the estab
lishment of these lighter seeded species. The advantage is,
of course, short-lived, for as soon as the young seedlings
reach a height of six inches, they are promptly browsed by
livestock.
Opening UP of the Stand
wfiiaRMMMM
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The climatic factors of air temperature, solar radia
tion, relative humidity, and wind are all important to the
survival of the young seedlings.

In the ungrazed woods,
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the extremes of heat and cold are moderated by the insula
ting effects of the litter, the shrubby vegetation normally
present, and the closed crowns of the trees. Air movements
and the amount of sunlight which reaches the soil are also
reduced in this manner. Continuous grazing, however, is
destroying this litter and shrubby vegetation and in pre
venting the maintenance of a complete crown cover has re
moved these modifying conditions*

As a result, these

climatic conditions often become extremely unfavorable for
survival of tre® seedlings. The free movement of wind com
bined with excessive temperatures and a reduced moisture
content often lowers the relative humidity to a point suf
ficient to ©ause wilting of the tender seedling. The in
creased rediation of heat often results in frost injury
during the germination period in early spring amd in frost
heaving of the young seedlings during the following winter.
Most tre® seedlings need a certain amount of shade during
the early stages and the increased amount od direct sun
light inhibits the early growth and often more seriously
injures the young trees.
Formation of Sod
The formation of a complete sod cover in grazed wood
lands is the result of the combined effects of the destruc
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tion of litter and humus, the reduction in crown density,
and the intensity and number of years of grazing. The for
mation of sod was found to be elosely but inversely eorrelated with the density of the erown. A crown density of
between 60 and 70 per cent was found t© be the oritieal
range within which a complete sod cover usually becomes
established.
Soils of the beech-maple type are usually sweeter than
those of th® oak-hickory amd consequently should be more
favorable for the formation of a blue grass sod. This is
generally offset by the inhibiting effect of the denser
shade east by the beech and maple. Other factors being
equal, the formation of a complete sod eover in the beeehmaple type usually takes place later ia the transition
from woodland to open pasture, than in the ©ak-hickory.
When gracing is accompanied by cutting in the over
head stand, a sod eover may be established within a very
short period.

With the formation ©f a tight sod cover,

the germination and establishment of tree species becomes
almost impossible. The seeds, especially the larger oaks
and hickories, are unable to work down through the sod t©
reach the mineral soil necessary for germination. They
remain unprotected on top of the grass, easy prey for
rodents, and suspeetible to alternate extremes of heat and

cold, evaporation, and other unfavorable climatic, physio
graphic, and biotie effects.
Environmental conditions are not normally favorable
for the formation of a complete sod eover in the wet upland
types. Where a tight sod does oceur, it is in the better
drained woodlands and ©an frequently be accounted for by
deliberate opening up of the stand and the sowing of grass
seed. Under moderate grazing conditions, the native vege
tation is not materially altered, while heavy grazing, com
bined with standing water in the spring of the year, quite
often results in a complete denudation of the soil.
THE EFFECT OF REMOVAL OF LIVESTOCK UPON
NATURAL KBGBETEBATIOH
Helation of Ground cover to Amount, Growth, and
Character of Reproduction
Amount of Reproduction
Early in the progress of the field work, it became
evident that the presence or absence of a complete sod
cover was one of the principal factors governing the abil
ity of woodlands to regenerate satisfactorily following
the removal of livestock.

A much greater number of seed

lings were consistently found on all plots regardless of
type where a sod eover did not exist at the time grazing
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©eased. Figure 14 illustrates tMs relationship quite
clearly.
Even after eighteen years the number of trees contin
ues to increase. This would be expected for the sodded
areas, but was somewhat surprising for the sodless areas
as it was rather expected that the number of trees would
increase rapidly to a peak at about 10 or IB years, then
gradually fall off as the plots approached a normal stock
ing. To all appearances, many of th© older plots represen
tative of the sodless areas were fully stocked, but this
tendency for th© number of trees per acre to continue to
increase indicated otherwise.
The explanation was found, when on further analysis
the number of seedlings per acre were grouped by various
height elasses and compared with similar reproduction in
ungrazed woodlands.

It immediately became obvious that

while there was a large number of seedlings per acre, the
relative development of these young trees was materially
less than in ungrazed woods.

Consequently, a much larger

number of trees per acre would be required to fully stock
the area. This point is rather strikingly brought out ia
Figure 1§. This graph compares the development of repro
duction on six grazed woodlands from which livestock have
been excluded for fifteen to twenty years, with reproduction

NUMBER OF SEEDLINGS PER ACRE ON
SODDED AND SODLESS AREAS
BEECH MAPLE\
OAK HICKORY >TYPE5
WET UPLAND J
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on seventeen ungrazed oak-hickory plots following heavy
euttings of from fifteen to twenty years ago.
The most striking difference between the two sets of
bars is found in those representing the reproduction over
one-half inch in diameter at breast height (B.B.H.}.
Nearly half of the total number of trees per aere in th©
ungrazed woods are in this class as compared with only 1,0
per cent of the trees in the previously grazed plots.

Over

75 per cent of the reproduction in the ungrazed plots is in
the two upper height classes (over 36 inches high) as com
pared with less than 40 per cent in the previously grazed
plots. All of the elasses below B.B.H. show a greater per
centage on the previously grazed areas and indicate the
much slower development of reproduction on these areas.
It becomes obvious that a mere tally of number of trees
per aere is not a satisfactory measure of the regenerative
capacity of previously grazed woodlands. In fact, unless
one is familiar with the enomous numbers of seedlings or
dinarily found in regenerating areas the first few years
following a heavy cutting, the relatively large numbers of
seedlings on even the sodded plots would appear adequate to
assure the few hundred trees per acre necessary for a full
stand at maturity. Unfortunately, however, this is not the
ease.

A large number of trees per acre during the early
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stages of growth is not an assurance ©f a fully stocked
stand at maturity. There are too many adverse factors
whieh operate to rapidly deplete the ranks of the young
trees. Even under ideal eonditions, thousands of seeds
are produced for every seedling that appears, and thousands
of seedlings for every tree that finally survives the num
erous dangers that constantly threaten its destruction.
Consider then the fate of the young seedlings which germi
nate on the hard, compacted soil ©f the typical over-grazed
woods.

Only a very small per cent are able to penetrate

the tight soil with their roots. Many of these do not ac
tually become established, but struggle along until th©
first dry spell wipes them out. The terrific mortality
whieh oeeurs among established seedlings during the first
few years even under the best conditions is not appreciated
until aetual figures are presented. i. regeneration study
of chestnut oak made in southern Ohio indicates that after
a heavy seed year there were on an average 470,000 seedlings
per acre the following spring.

Mortality during the first

season was over 35 per cent and a remeasurement in the fall
of the second year showed that nearly 85 per cent of the
original number had disappeared.

Relation of Ground Cover to Height
Growth of Reproduction
Height Growth of Reproduction
The number of seedlings per acre is not only an insuf
ficient assurance of satisfactory regeneration, but large
amounts of reproduction, instead of being a healthy sign,
often indicates that the young trees have not developed suf
ficiently to reduce their number through direct competition
for light, space, and moisture. A second criterion is
therefore neeessary. Such a measure is available through a
comparison of the development of reproduction on the various
plots. The striking difference in height development of re
production found in comparing grazed and ungrazed woodlands
is also found when the grazed plots are grouped according
to the character of the ground cover, figure 16 illustrates
graphically that the presence or absence of a sod eover at
the time grazing ceased is reflected to a considerable de
gree in the relative height development of the subsequent
reproduction which is established. For convenience, the
data have been grouped into five-year periods following th®
removal of livestock.
The most significant feature about Figure 16 is the
regular and progressive development of the reproduction in

tlie sodless areas as indicated by the frequency of distri
bution in the successive five-year periods.

In comparison,

the plots which had a complete sod cover do not exhibit
sueh a definite and obvious relationship. It is not until
the fourth period, sixteen to twenty years, that the per
centage of reproduction, in any of the upper height classes
surpasses that in the smallest class.

It is also not until

the fourth period that any trees reach the B.B.H. classes
with only one-tenth of one per eent as compared with nearly
seven per cent for the sodless areas.
The large percentage of seedlings under six inches
high on the sodded areas during all ©f the periods supports
the belief that muah ©f the reproduction on these areas
never survives beyond the first year, aad that a consider
able portioa of that whieh does survive struggles along
until the first dry year aad thea disappears.

On a number

of the plots which have been examined a seeond time, it las
been observed that the character of the reproductioa below
six inches high often varies considerably from year t© year.
The species predominately in evidence one year may have com
pletely disappeared aad aa entirely new crop of seedlings,
oftea of a differeat species, may occupy this height class
the following season.
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Character of Reproduction
Ia additioa to the number of seedlings aad their developmeat, somethiag must also be laiowa regardiag the character
of the reproduetioa before we eaa judge the success ©f regeneratioa. Is the youag growth composed largely of desir
able species, or are the less disirable aad weed trees oc
cupying the grouad? Furthermore, if the desirable species
are re-generatiag, are they makiag adequate growth t© assure
that the less desirable or weed species will aot ultimately
crowd them out?
Further analysis of the plot data was aecessary to
establish these relatioaships aad ia much of this additioaal
work, the reproduetioa under six inches high was aot con
sidered as haviag become established. This ©lass was omit
ted largely because the great ehanges which take plaee from
year to year in the amouat aad character of the youag seed
lings would tend to obscure certain characteristic trends
and relatioaships which are preseat ia the other height
classes. Figure 17 represents the percentage of the total
reproduction ower six inches high which was of the same
species as the principal trees ia the overhead stand. In
the oak-hickory type this included all oaks and hickories
except those species which were obviously out of their
natural habitat.

In the beech-maple type all beeeh and

sugar i&apl© reproductioa was considered in this class. In
the wet upland types, because of the more complex associa
tions, it was necessary to choose the species in each plot
which made up 50 per cent or more of the overhead stand.
Figure 17 indicates that the character of the reproduction
is those woodlands which did not have a complete sod cover
is much more representative of the overhead stand, than is
the young growth in those areas where a tight sod eover
existed. The first species which come in after the removal
of the livestock are usually those not largely represented
in the overhead stand.

Black eherry ant slippery elm are

typical examples of this early invasion. An increasing
percentage of the principal species appears as the regener
ation period advances until about 12 years have elapsed.
At this time approximately 70 per eent of the reproduction
of the sodless areas is of the type species, while on the
sodded areas only about 57 per cent, or slightly over half
as much, have become established.

Both eurves flatten off

decidedly at this point, indicating that further change in
composition will be slow.
Further analysis shows that the sodless areas are
nearly twice as rich in the variety of species which become
established after the removal of livestock. Mo only is the
number of separate species less on the sodded areas, but
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nearly 50 per cent of those which do become established are
of inferior and weed species, of low value for timber pro
duction.

On the other hand, while the number of worthless

species on the sodless areas may be relatively high for a
few years after the removal of livestock, the percentage
rapidly drops and after ten or twelve years becomes relative
ly negligible.
Although the sodless areas are apparently reproducing
satisfactorily to type species, there was still some ques
tion as to whether or not they would be able to maintain
the present percentages. In other words, were the desirable
species competing satisfactorily with the weed species in
the matter of growth; or was there a possibility that the
less desirable species, although numerically subordinate at
present, would through more vigorous development become the
dominant species? In order to determine this, the total
number of seedlings in the two upper height classes repre
sented on each plot were compared with the number of seed
lings in these same classes whieh were of the type species.
The plots were classified according to length of time since
grazing ceased and by the presence or absence of sod cover.
The totals for all plots in these classes were then expressed
in percentages. Figure 18 presents the straight lines which
have been fitted to these data.

It is apparent from this
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graph that the percentage of reproduction, of the type
species is the dominant height classes, increases steadily
as the regeneration period advances. This is true for "both
the sodded and sodless plots. The data indicates, there
fore, that where there is a satisfactory stand of reproduc
tion of desirable species, the less desirable and weed
species will not crowd them out through more vigorous de
velopment or through height competition. Figure 18 indi
cates that in this respect also, the character of gtound
cover is an important factor in the relative success of
failure of regeneratioa following the removal of livestock.
On those areas which did not have a tight sod the percentage
of type species is materially higher over the entire eight
een-year period for which data are available. For the first
five-year period the percentage of type species on the sod
less area is nearly five times as great as on the sodded
plots. The more rapid slope of the line representing the
sodded areas saa be possibly explained by comparing Figure
18 with Figure 17. While the type species in the sodded
areas were slow in becoming established and their relative
importance in the total stand on the basis of trees per
acre remained low even after eighteen years, they became of
increasing importance in the upper height classes because a
large percentage of the trees with which they were ia

PER CENT OF TYPE SPECIES IN DOMINANT HEIGHT CLASSES
ON SODDED AND SODLESS AREAS
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competition were weed speeies of very slow growth habits,
such as Crataegus, hop hornbeam, and blue beeeh.

Conse

quently, it seems probable that the final stand under such
conditions will be one composed of a very high percentage of
intermediate and suppressed trees, largely of weed speeies,
and a relatively small percentage of dominant and eodominant
trees in which the type species will be well represented.
This conclusion is supported by referring to Figure 17 in
which it is noted that where a sod cover was present nearly
75 per cent of the reproduction in the fourth period, 15 to
BO years following removal of livestock, was in the three
lowest height classes,
Relation of Density of Crown Canopy to Amount,
Growth, ant Character of Reproduction
Since the presence or absence of a complete sod ©over
is so largely dependent upon the density of the crown canopy,
the question was raised whether the density of the crown
canopy might be an important factor in the establishment of
reproduction. Accordingly, the plot data were grouped into
five crown density classes, and curves were prepared showing
the average amount of reproduction for eaeh class in each
year since the removal of livestock. The curves in Figure
19, instead of being spaced more or less regularly, fell
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into two groups. The three lower crown density elasses
closely parallel each other near the bottom of the graph,
while those for the two highest are similarly grouped near
the top.

It is at onee apparent that this grouping is due

largely to the factor of sod eover, for if the uppercurves
were combined, the resulting curve would be almost identical
with the curve in Figure 14 representing the plots without a
tight sod cover. Similarly the three lower curves, if com
bined, would closely parallel the curve for the plots with a
tight sod cover. It will be remembered in discussing the
formation of sod that the critical point was assumed to lie
at about SO per cent crowm density. Figure 19 demonstrates
the accuracy of this conclusion,
Closer relation, however, was found to exist between
crown density and (1) the percentage of reproduction which
is of the type species, (2) the total number of tree speeies
and (3) the number of weed tree speeies. This was naturally
to be expected, as the crown density is a measure of the
number of trees per acre in the overhead stand.

Consequently

as the crown density decreases, the number of seed trees ©f
the type speeies likewise decreases. This in turn is direct
ly reflected in the amount of seed of the type species which
is available for regenerating the area. In reducing the pos
sible number of seedlings of the desirable speeies, invading
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and weed speeies have more chance of successfully competing
with them and are, therefore, relatively more abundant in
the resulting young growth, These influences are especially
evident in the 61-80 per cent and the 81-100 per cent den
sity elasses.

In the more open stands, however, they are

masked by the presence of the sod cover which so effectively
controls the amount of reproduction. Figures 20 and 21
graphically illustrate these facts.
Ho attempt was made at this time to correlate the
height growth ©f the reproduction with the crown density
classes. The data for those plots where the livestock have
been removed for periods in excess of ten years would prob
ably be insufficient to give signifieant results when divided
into the five recognized crown density elasses.
It is apparent from the above diseussion that crown
density and presence

or absence of sod are two important

factors which control the amount and character of reproduc
tion.

These two factors have been used as a basis for fur

ther analysis of the data. It is felt that the following
classification combines the necessary features of a logical
grouping by important factors, and the desirable grouping by
stages which can be readily recognized by the farmer on the
ground.

Figure 22. The character of reproduction is dependent on the density of the overhead
stand. Where, as in this wet upland area, the crown density is over 80 per cent, the repro
duction will be largely of the same species as the overhead stand.

A. Those woodlands in which a tight sod cover had not
beeome established prior to the removal of tine
livestock.
1. Grown density of overhead stand 80 per eent or
more (Early Stage).
2. Crown density of overhead stand less than 80 per
cent (Transition Stage).
B. Those woodlands in which a tight sod cover had
become established prior to the removal of the
livestock.
1. Crown density of overhead stand 50 per cent or
more (Open Park Stage).
E. Grown density of overhead stand less than 50 pe r
cent (Final Stage).
Oak-Hickory Type
Thirty-three of the plots located and measured during
the study were classified as oak-hickory type. These varied
in the length of time since grazing ceased from a few days
to eighteen years. All of the areas had been previously
grazed at least for thirty years and nearly two-thirds had
been pastured continuously for over fifty years prior to the
removal of the livestock. In twenty-seven instances the
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intensity of grazing had been excessively heavy (less than
two acres per cow unit) and in the other sic the intensity
was about four acres per cow unit.
Woodlands in Which ja Tight Sod Cover has not Become
Established
In this group of woodlands are found those areas which
the writers have termed the early and the transition stages.
Probably less than twenty per cent of the grazed, oak-hickory
woodlands in the region studied, fall within this classifica
tion. They are areas which have been pastured less severely
than the majority of farmwoods in the Cora Belt counties, or
else have been grazed either a comparatively short time or
only periodically.

A third possibility exists in the occas

ional use of a woodland together with adjacent pasture. This
condition, and that resulting from periodic grazing, were
guarded against.in securing the plot data in order not to
confuse the issue unduly.

The scarcity of grazed woodlands

which do not have a sod cover is reflected in the fact that
only five areas in the oak-hickory type were located that
were satisfactory for plot measurements.

Seven plots of

this description were established and measured on these areas.
The six plots previously mentioned as having been pastured
to the extent of about four acres per animal unit, all fell
within this group.
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Crown Density 80 Per Pent or More (Early Stage)
Only three of the plots measured could be considered as
representative of the early stage. BFone of these areas had
been cut over excessively and all three had crown canopies
in excess of 85 per cent.

While they had been pastured con

tinuously for more than thirty-five years, the presence of a
fairly complete crown canopy had been favorable for the re
tention of a considerable portion of the vegetation native
to the ungrazed woods,
In the early stage, favorable seed bed eonditons are
quickly established following the removal of livestock, and
considerable reproduction may become established even during
the first year. In one plot more than three thousand seed
lings per acre over six inches high were found at the end of
the second year. The three-year plot showed a total of nin®
thousand; and after four years, thirteen thousand young trees
over sis inches high had become established.
There is clearly little difficulty in securing abundant
reproduction when the livestock are removed from woodlands
which are in the early stage. Unfortunately, however, none
of the plots studied in this stage had been released from
grazing for more than four years, and, as a good seed erop
of the oaks and hickories has not oeeurred in th® region
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during this period, it is impossible at this time to deter
mine the percentage of the type species which will be pres
ent in the reproduction. Certainly at the present time this
percentage is disappointingly low.

Even after Ibur years

there were ©nly 250 white oak and 6£5 shagbark hickory seed
lings per acre, or less than seven per cent ©f the total re
production. Casual observation might lead one to believe
that this was enough oak and hickory to regenerate the stand
satisfactorily, especially if aided by a cleaning of compet
ing weed speeies. Only a very small per cent of the seed
lings appearing in natural reproduction have any change to
survive eventually as mature trees. A plot located in north
western ©hi©, similar in character but ungrazed for twelve
years, contained over 56 per cent of oaks and hickories in
the reproduction or practically the same proportion of this
species as occurred in the overhead stand.

This would seem

to indicate that the percentage of the type speeies in the
reproduction possibly increases as the regeneration period
advances. It is, of course, possible that a good seed year
might not occur until the reproduction of the lighter seeded
species, which are nearly always abundant, have occupied t|*e
site to the extent that it would be difficult for the oaks
and hickories to become established. Under ordinary con
ditions, however, good seed years can be expected at intervals
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of not less than five years.
Even though the percentage of oak and hickory should
not materially increase as the regeneration, period advances,
there need be little cause for serious alarm concerning the
future of the woodlands of the early stage as the reproduc
tion will usually contain an abundance of useful timber
speeies. In fact, over §2 per eent of the reproduction on
the plots in this stage was composed of such valuable spe
cies as white ash, basswood, American elm, sugar maple,
black cherry, slippery elm, and yellow poplar. It was
particularly gratifying to note that weed speeies such as
hop hornbeam, blue beech, and hawthorn were not present in
the composition of any of the four plots.
It seems reasonably safe from the above discussion to
assume that in oak-hickory woodlands whieh have not passed
beyond the early stage, regeneration in satisfactory amounts
will become established within five years froa the time at
the removal of livestock.

The percentage of this reproduc

tion which will be of the type species will depend largely
on the occurrence of a good seed year of these speeies, suf
ficient to produce seed in excess of that annually destroyed
or consumed by rodents.

Moreover, the soil and ground oover

conditions ordinarily found in the early stages of grazing
are usually sufficiently undisturbed to warrant the expectancy

of satisfactory growth, of the seedlings established, espec
ially if aided by silvicultural management of the woodlands,
I«il

80

Per £gat (Transition Stage)

The other four plots which did not have a complete sod
cover were somewhat more ©pea in character, varying from 60
to 80 per cent crowa density. These plots were representa
tive of the transition stage. They had been pastured contin
uously for periods of from 30 to more than 50 years, and in
all eases they had been overgrazed to the extent that less
than two acres of woodland pasture were available per cow
unit. In general, these woods were similar in character to
the preceding except that moderate selection cuttings had
removed the best of the merchantable timber. As a result,
there was in several plots a somewhat larger percentage of
less desirable trees in the crown canopy. Continuous graz
ing over a period of 30 or more years had eliminated the
smaller diameter classes and there were no trees below tea
inches in diameter except those of species which had escaped
because of the unpalatibility of their foliage. The more
open condition of the crowa eanopy, together with the ab
sence of intermediate and suppressed classes, permitted a
considerable amount of light to reach the forest floor.
This additional light, together wirh the free sweep of air
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currents through the forest, hat resulted in the almost
complete disappearance of the original vegetation, together
with the litter and humus layers. In all eases, there had
been a marked invasion of coarse field weeds. Patches of
sod were to be found where openings of considerable six®
appeared in the crown canopy,
leproduetion became established almost immediately fol
lowing the removal of livestock on all four plots, but less
rapidly than in the ease of the plots in the early stag®.
After sic years release from grazing, one plot showed 9,120
trees per acre as compared with approximately the same num
ber after the third year in the plots representative ©f th®
early stage.
The data also indicate that the percentage of oaks and
hickories in the reproduction was materially less than in
the preceding stage. Only 15.4 per cent of the reproduction
six years after th© removal ©f livestock was of these spe
eies. This may have been partially due to the absence of a
good seed crop, but it is probable that the smalMr number
of seed trees and the less favorable seed bed conditions
have also been important factors.
As in the early stage, the lighter seeded species
seeded in the most readily. Slippery elm was especially
prolific and was followed closely by black cherry, the
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ashes, American elm, basswood, and sugar maple.

The weed

trees, especially hop hornbeam and blue beech, were consid
erably more in evidence in the reproduction.
The principal difficulty in this elass of woods is not
so much a problem of securing natural reproduction in sat
isfactory a»ounts as it is the delay which may elapse be
tween the removal of the livestock and the establishment of
desirable speeies.. As stated previously, there will some
times be small patches of sod in the more open portions of
these woods. A full stocking of the woodland cannot be
expeeted as long as these areas persist. Frequently they
are invaded by a temporary ccnrer of briars or rank weeds
which materially aid in the destruction of this sod cover.
Occasionally, however, these patches of sod persist until
eventually shaded out by surrounding reproduction.
Woodlands in Which £ Complete Sod Cover has Become Established
Twenty-six of the oak-hiekory woodlands studied fell
within this classifieation. In this group are to be found
those areas typical of the open park and the final stages.
These woodlands are typical of conditions over much of nor
thern and north central Indiana.

In the better agricultural

sections fully 50 per cent of the farmwoods have reached
this condition. All of the woodlands selected for study
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had been grazed continuously for periods of 40 years or

more. The crown canopy of these plots varied from 10 to
8© per cent, depending largely on the amount of cutting in
the overhead stand. Those areas whieh are just entering the
open park stage may have as high as 80 per cent drown densi
ty, while the canopy of some areas classified as in th®
final stage, whieh are practically open pastures, may be as
low as 10 per cent,
/

Crown Density 50 Per Cent or More (Open Park Stage)
Practically 7© per cent of all of the oak-hickory plots
studied have been classified in this group.

All ©f th©

twenty-three plots in this class had been heavily over
grazed up t© the time of the removal of the livestock.

On

an average there was less than 1.7 acres ©f woodland avail
able per cow unit. These areas were generally typical of
the transition stage.
A complete sod cover will usually effectively prevent
the establishment ©f reproduction of th© ©aks and hiekories.
It is well known, however, that a tight sod cover will not
long maintain itself without rather close grazing or full
sunlight. With the removal of livestock, a blue grass sod
immediately begins to disintegrate in those spots where full
sunlight does not strike the ground during a good portion
of the day.

A crown cover of 50 per cent or more will
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provide sufficient shade to partially accomplish this
"breaking up of the sod.
This is graphically shown in Figure 23.

The rather

rapid rise in all of th© curves between 2 and. 0 years is
largely coincident with the destruction of the sod cover.
The establishment and subsequent development of reproduction
wherever this disintegration of the sod takes place will
assist, through th® creation of additional shade, ia break
ing up adjacent areas of sod. In many cases, however,
patches of sod cover may persist for long periods ia places
whieh are not sufficiently shaded. Patches of sod have been
observed in woodlands, th© owners of which claim have not
been pastured for 25 years.
Reproduction naturally is rather slow in becoming es
tablished under such conditions. Figure 23 indicates that
after six years of protection from grazing, there are on an
average 5,600 trees per acre as compared with over 9,000
for the same year ia the transition stage. One plot,
eighteen years after the removal of livestock, showed a
total of 9,400 trees per acre.

Mot only is the total amount

of reproduction materially less than in the preceding stages,
but the type species apparently do not become established in
sufficient quantity to assure that the new forest at matur
ity will be of the oak-hickory type.

The removal of more
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desirable trees from th® overhead stand has often left a
large percentage of inferior species to serve as seed trees.
This, together with the presence of large areas of sod, and
the invasion by lighter seeded species carried into the
area by wind, results in a relatively low percentage of the
oaks and hickories in the resulting regeneration. Figure
£5 also indicates that the weed tree species seed in abun
dantly, and apparently increase slightly in percentage as
the regeneration period progresses.
Whereas such areas will eventually become sufficiently
stocked with trees to indicate a reasonably well-stocked
stand at maturity:

the prolonged period of regeneration;

the relatively small percentage of oaks and hiekories in the
reproduction; the increased invasion by weed trees; and the
generally unsatisfactory conditions for tree growth; are
factors which throw considerable doubt upon th® advisability
of depending on natural reproduction as the principal means
for securing a satisfactory stand of desirable speeies within
a reasonable length of time.
grown Density Less Than 50 Per Pent (Final Stage)
There were located only three areas of oak-hickory
woodland suitable for sample plot measurement whieh could
be considered as in the final stage. Unfortunately, none
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of ttie areas had been released from grazing for more than
three years, so that it is impossible at this time to giv®
any definite data on the ultimate ability of such areas to
recover naturally. The principal difficulty in securing
plots of this character is th® fact that in the Corn Belt
areas which have reached this condition are either allowed
to continue the transition to open pasture, or else are
finally cleared off and cultivated.
With such a limited number of plots, it seems desir
able to discuss them individually rather than to attempt
any generalizations. Considering them in the ascending
order of crown density, the first plot had a density of only
10 per cent. The area had been practically clear cut about
20 years ago. Shortly after the cutting, cattle were turned
into the area.

A few bur oak and shagbark hickory sprouts

and a large amount of hawthorn were able to survive this
grazing, and form the present, this, straggly and utterly
worthless stand. Two years ago, the area was fenced against
stock and underplanted with Sforway spruee and white pine.
When first examined in 1930, one year after the removal of
livestock, these plantings were 90 per cent dead. Ho natur
al reproduction of any kind had become established through
the extremely heavy sod cover. A few slippery elm were
noted, but on closer examination they were found to be
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sprouts which had persisted ia spite of repeated browsing
hack. A remeasurement of the same area in 1931 revealed hut
little additional reproduction. A total of 786 trees per
acre was recorded, 286 slippery elm, 143 white ash, 214
black oak, and 143 hop hornbeam.
Two one-acre plots were located in one farmwoods, th®
crown density of whieh was 40 per cent. Although two years
had elapsed since the removal of the livestock, little
natural reproduction was to be found on the two plots,

A

few beech suckers resulting from previous root injury by
trampling, about fifty slippery elm seedlings per acre under
six inches in height and an occasional white ash and black
cherry were observed, Ho oaks or hickories were to be found
on the area, and a large number of black walnut, which had
been underplanted at the time the cattle were removed, had
almost entirely disappeared.
In order to determine if the breaking up of the sod
cover would create conditions more favorable for the estab
lishment of the heavy seeded speeies, one of these acre plots
was disked up in the fall of 1930. Unfortunately, however,
there was practically no seed crop of the oaks and hickories
and that whieh did mature was promptly disposed of by the
squirrel population.

A reexamination of the two plots was

made in the spring of 1931. At that time, a total of 1,159
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trees per acre was recorded, on the undisked plot, of which
slippery elm was most abundant with 74? trees, white ash
next with £46 trees, and hop hornbeam third with 166 trees.
At the time of examination there was absolutely no repro
duction on the disked plot.

This was possibly due to the

early date of examination as well as to the absence of a
seed crop of oak and hickory.
Th© writer is of the opinion that oak-hickory wood
lands whieh have reached the final stage are usually incap
able of regenerating naturally to stands of commercial
importance. This conclusion is based on the evidence here
presented, upon extensive observations of similar stands in
portions of Indiana where land abandonment is taking place,
and is further substantiated by the history of similar areas
of the beech-maple type.
In these derelict stands there is usually little or no
merchantable timber, the remaining trees being largely de
cadent or of undesirable species.

The seed produced by such

trees is almost certain to be insufficient to regenerate th©
area, and is probably of very low quality. The lighter
seeded species carried into the area by the wind, must be
largely depended upon to rehabilitate such areas. The sod
cover will often remain for many years following the removal
of livestock, fear there is seldom sufficient shade cast by

the remaining trees to break up its continuity.

Under ®uoh

conditions only the light seeded speeies are able to work
down through the sod and reach th© mineral soil necessary
for their establishment.

The heavier oaks and hickories

lie on top of the sod and do not germinate. The regener
ation of these species cannot be successfully accomplished
until sufficient shade is created through the establishment
of the lighter seeded species to cause the sod cover to
disintegrate. It seems probable that by the time the heavier
seeded speeies are able to germinate, these other speeies
have gained a degree of dominance against whieh the oaks and
hickories have difficulty in competing.

Hawthorn, honey

locust, blue beech, hop hornbeam, and slippery elm appear
to be the principal speeies which can beeoae established in
such stands, and they are usually of more or less brushy
growth, typical of abandoned pastures.
Beeeh-Maple Type
A total of 27 plots were representative of the beechmaple type, all of whieh had been pastured continuously for
at least 25 years prior to the removal of the grazing animals.
Two of the areas had been grazed for periods of more than 75
years. In practically all oases, the intensity of grazing
was slightly heavier than in the oak-hickory type.

The length
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of time which, had elapsed since the removal of the livestock
varied from one to eighteen years,
Woodlands in Which a Tight Sod Cover has Mot Become
Established
A somewhat larger percentage of the pastured beeeh-maple
woodlands fall into this classification than is the case in
the oak-hickory type. This is largely due to the common
presence of overmature beech with wide spreading crowns,
which results in a much higher erown density for the same
number and size of trees than is found in the oak-hickory
woods. As a consequence, a complete sod cover does not
usually become established as early.
In general, the removal of livestock from beech-maple
woodlands, where a sod cover has not become established,
will be sufficient to insure the early establishment of tree
reproduction, and a good stocking of young growth ©an
usually be expected within five years. The crown density,
however, of these woodlands varies widely, and as was found
in the oak-hickory type, the character ©f the reproduction
which becomes established is governed rather largely by
this crown density.

Crown Density 80 Per Cent or More (Sarly Stag®)
Of the nine plots studied which did not have a tight
sod cover when the livestock were removed, four had crown
densities in excess of 80 per cent. These plots had been
released from grazing for periods of one, two, three, and
four years, respectively. On the first year plot, only 360
trees per acre had "become established, of which 80 were
sugar maple and the rest largely slippery elm and basswood.
The second year plot, however, showed 26,125 seedlings per
acre, of which about 10 per cent were sugar maple and the
rest largely slippery elm, basswood, and white ash. The
difference was largely due to an abundant seed crop in 1939
of elm, ash, maple, and basswood.
The plot which had been ungrazed for three years showed
a total of 5,045 seedlings per acre, of which over 60 per
cent was of sugar maple.

Nearly 7,000 seedlings per acre

had become established on the fourth-year plot, over 3,000
being sugar maple.

White ash, slippery elm, and basswood.

were the other species of importance in both the third and
fourth-year plots.
It will be noted that there were no beech seedlings on
any of the plots. This is accounted for by the fact that
no seed had been produced since grazing ceased. Good seed
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years of beech, occur at intervals of about five to seven
years. An excellent crop of beeeh seed was produced in
1951, but local residents state that the last previous
good crop was in 1925. It is also significant that 'the
amount of weed tree speeies on all four plots was negligible,
less than two per cent on an average•
From the above data it appears that beech-maple wood
lands which have a crown density of 80 per cent or more,
even when they have been so heavily grazed that practically
all the accumulative litter and humus layers have been des
troyed, will normally regenerate quickly and. satisfactorily.
The annual fall of leaf litter and the density of the crown

cover rapidly create conditions favorable for the establish
ment and growth of reproduction.

With a favorable seed year,

an abundant erop of young seedlings may be expected the first
season following the removal of the stock. The young trees
usually will be very largely of the same species as the
overhead stand, and unless this is composed too largely of
undesirable trees, no cultural treatment will be necessary
to insure a full erop of satisfactory tree species.
Grown Density Less than 80 Per Cent (Transition Stage)
Those beech-maple woodlands in which the crown density
falls below 80 per cent, but which do not contain a complete
sod cover, are usually heavily culled areas, falling in
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what the writer has called the transition stage. They gen
erally contain considerable scattered grass vegetation of
insufficient density to form a tight sod. Of the five plots
which are typical of this stage, two had been ungrazed f®r
one year, two for three years, and one for seven years. In
all of these plots the total number of seedlings per acre
in any one year is only slightly less than the totals for
the same year in the plots representative of the early
stage. The composition of this reproduction, however, is
less satisfactory. Previous removal of a portion of the
mature trees has resulted in considerable invasion by spe
cies normally not found in the beech-maple stand. The in
ferior and weed species such as hop hornbeam, blue beech,
dogwood, papaw, and hawthorn, also have a tendency to seed
in to a greater extent. In the third-year plot a total of
2,525 seedlings per acre was recorded, of which 2,275 or
practically 90 per cent were papaw. This is perhaps an
extreme case, but is illustrative of the ability of certain
weed species t© dominate the reproduction to the almost
total exclusion of more desirable tree seedlings (se© fig
ure 25). After seven years of protection, one plot showed
a total of 8,440 seedlings per acre, of which 3,080 or
over 35 per cent were sugar maple; 3,900 or about 46 per
cent were of good timber species, such as the ashes, white
elm, and yellow poplar; 1,050 or over 12 per cent were of

less desirable timber species, particularly slippery elm,
red maple, and hackberry; and 410 or less than five per
cent were of weed speeies, especially papaw amd blue beech.
Woodlands in Which & Tight Sod Cover has Become Established
As was the case in the oak-hickory type, the greater
portion of the grazed woodlands in the beech-maple type
falls into this group. Approximately two-thirds of the
beech-maple plots studied were so classified. Of these 18
areas, 14 were designated as belonging to the open park
stage and four to the final stage. The average number of
acres per cow unit, prior to the removal of the animals,
was 1.4 as compared to 1.7 acres in the open park stage of
the oak-hickory type.
Crown Density 50 Per Cent or More (Open Park Stage)
It has already been shown that with the removal ©f
livestock a sod cover disintegrates rapidly when it does
not receive full sunlight. It will be noted that the same
type of curve for *Total Trees per Acre" occurs in Figure
24 as was found in Figure 23, representative of the open
park stage of the oak-hickory type. Both curves indicate
that the sod cover broke up fairly rapidly during the first
few years after grazing eeased.

The curve for total trees

per acre in the beech-maple type is steeper and begins to
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flatten earlier than the curve for oak-hickory. This is t©
be expected as the beech-maple type easts considerably more
shade, which tends to limit the establishment of reproduc
tion.
Further study of Figures 24 and 25 brings out a number
of interesting comparisons. The total number of trees per
acre in any one year is greater in the beech-maple type,
averaging nearly 2,000 trees per acre more after the fifth
year. The type species, beech and sugar maple, increase
much more rapidly and the curve representing number of
trees per acre does not show the sspae tendency to flatten
off, after seven or eight years. After eighteen years in
the beech-maple type over 7,000 trees per acre, or nearly
two-thirds of the total reproduction, was of the type spe
cies while in the oak-hickory type, there was less than
one-third. The number of weed trees, while considerably
higher than the oak-hickory in the first few years, begins
to drop after the fifth year and after eighteen years fall
off to practically nothing. This is difficult to explain,
except on the basis that beech-maple stands form a closed
eanopy at an earlier stage, which serves to shade out the
weed trees. Apparently beech-maple stands in tne open
park stage will regenerate more satisfactorily and with
greater rapidity than similar oak-hickory stands.
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It was apparent, however, that regeneration of beechmaple stands was much slower in becoming established in the
open park stage than in the transition stag®. Seven years
after grazing ceased, there was only 70 per cent as many
trees per acre. The percentage of type species, however,
was approximately the same.

Both stages show a peak of

greatest percentage of weed tree species between three and
five years after grazing ceased. This percentage falls off
more rapidly, however, in the transition stage. After seven
years' protection, they constituted less than five per cent
as compared with nearly 30 per cent in the open park stage.
Grown Density Less than 50 Per Cent (Final Stage)
A large number of pastured beech-maple woodlands,
through continuous grazing, cutting, or combination of the
two, have reached the condition where they have a complete
sod cover and less than 50 per cent crown density. In
such stands, where the crown canopy is so open that nearly
all portions of the area receive a certain amount of sun
light, the sod eover may persist for a number of years.
In one ease remnants of a tight sod were to be found in a
stand, the owner of which claimed had not been grazed for
25 years. Obviously, it will be practically impossible to
secure natural reproduction in sufficient numbers to
satisfactorily regenerate these areas. In many eases, all
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the merchantable trees have been removed, and the stand is
composed almost entirely of over-mature beeeh, which being
a very poor seed producer, cannot be expected to provide
seed sufficient to restock the area. It was quite difficult
to find beech-maple plots in this final stage suitable f©r
study. Livestock are very rarely removed from such areas
except through abandonment of the land or the final clear
ing off of the remnant stand to permit cultivation of the
soil. Inability to determine past grazing history with any
degree of accuracy prevented the use of a number of aban
doned areas which apparently fell into the class.
Four plots were finally located which afford some data
on the ability of these dereliet areas to regenerate. Two
of these plots had been released from grazing for six years
and the other two had been ungraded for seven years. The
total amount of reproduction per acre varied from 7M trees
per .acre to 2,863, averaging 1,240 for the six-year plots
and 2,290 for the seven-year plots. The significant fea
tures about all four plots, however, are first, the pres
ence of large areas of sod eover; second, the resulting
scattered and erratic character of the tree reproduction;
third, the almost total absence of beech and sugar maple
seedlings; fourth, the heavy invasion of weed trees, partic
ularly blue beech, hop hornbeam, papaw, and Crataegus; and

fifth, the relative abundance of timber trees of rather low
value.
The weed trees apparently were the first to become
established as they were on the average somewhat older than
the slippery elm, red maple, basswood, haokberry, and black
cherry which were usually found mixed with these weed trees.
All reproduction occurred in small elumps where the sod
cover had given way sufficiently for seedlings to become
established. The weed trees comprised nearly 30 per cent
of the total amount of reproduction in all plots. Slippery
elm, red maple, hackberry, and black cherry were the most
abundant timber species represented. All of these speeies
are considered rather low in value for lumber production
when compared with the ashes, white elm, basswood, and
yellow poplar, species which are often abundant in the
reproduction of the other stages. As in the case of heav
ily and continuously grazed woodlands of the oak-hiekory
type, satisfactory growth of such trees as do become es
tablished can hardly be expected in these run-down areas,
which ean no longer properly be called woods.
Wet Upland Types
The relative unimportance of grazing in the upland
swamp types of the north and north central eounties of the
state has been previously mentioned. The type is of limited

extent and the intensity of grazing is on an average con
siderably less than in the oak-hickory or beech-maple types
Only ten plots suitable for study could be located. Jive
of these had been ungrazed for only one year, one of five
years, two for eight year®, and two for nine years.
Woodlands in Which a Tight Sod Cover Had Mot Become
Established
Six of the plots did not have a tight sod cover at the
time the livestock were removed. All of these areas had
been grazed moderately heavy, about four acres per cow unit
and all except one had crown densities in excess of 80 per
cent. There is apparently little difficulty in securing
satisfactory reproduction in these woods.

A total of 6,250

seedlings was found in one plot and 2,000 in a second plot,
the first year following the exclusion of eattle. After
eight years of protection, one plot showed a total of
nearly 13,000 trees per acre. Heproduetion on

one of the

nine-year plots was the heaviest of any area examined in
the entire study, with a total of over 31,000 seedlings per
acre. The other nine-year plot contained nearly 26,000
seedlings.
The character and height growth of this reproduction
also appear to be satisfactory.

Of the 31,000 seedlings

on the nine-year plot, less than one per cent was of weed

tree species, and less than ten per cent were of other than
the type species. American and slippery elm, white and
black ash, basswood, red oak, shagbark and bitternut hickory
were the principal species found in the reproduction.
Woodlands in Which a Tight Sod Cover Had Be come Bstablished
Environmental factors are not normally favorable for
the formation of a tight sod cover in the wet upland types.
All four of the farmwoo&s which fell within this classifi
cation had been subjected to considerable lowering of the
water table, due to nearby drainage ditches, and it is
believed that this accounts to a large extent for the pres
ence of the sod cover. A very striking example of this
occurs in the ease of two plots lying within forty rod of
each other.

Both had been ungrazed for nine years and their

crown densities did not vary more than 15 per cent.

One

plot, which lay adjacent to a drainage ditch, had a complete
blue grass sod and absolutely no tree reproduction.

In the

other plot, where water commonly stood for several weeks in
the spring, there was no grass vegetation and the reproduc
tion was the heaviest of any plot studied.
The above ease is probably exceptional, but is illus
trative of the important role which drainage plays in the
life history of these upland swamp forests. Many instances
have been recorded of definite changes in timber type

resulting from a lowering of the water table. There is
little doubt but that the species which will eventually
become established in the drained and sodded areas will be
largely alien to the character of the present overhead
stand.
A portion of an area in Clay County which had been
grazed continuously for fifty years was fenced off five
years ago and classified under the forest tax law. This
woodland contained a considerable stand of overmature and
decadent American elm and pin oak. The crown canopy was
practically 60 per cent.. During the five years which have
elapsed since the grazing ceased, the sod cover had disin
tegrated except where the stand had been excessively open
and direct sunlight reached the ground at all times during
the day. With the breaking up of the sod, an excellent
stand of reproduction, over 3,400 seedlings per acre and
largely composed of white ash and American elm, has become
established. During the past year, an additional area was
classified, but at the time of examination the stock had
only been excluded one growing season, the sod cover had
not started to break up and there was practically no
reproduction.
A second woodland in Clay County was located near Clay
City. It had been grazed continuously, and heavily, for
the last 50 years. The crown canopy was less than 40 per

cent and a complete sod cover occupied the ground. The area
was classified in 1929 and at the time of examination, only
one growing season had elapsed since the removal of live
stock. There was no evidence of any material breaking up
of the sod cover and only 800 seedlings per acre had become
established at that time. This reproduction was largely of
undesirable weed species, slippery elm, hackberry, Cratae
gus, and hop hornbeam.
SILVTCULTURAL MEASURES FAVORING NATURAL REGENERATION
The data already presented indicate quite clearly that
natural regeneration unaided cannot be relied upon in all
eases to fully restock these farmwoods. In all but a rela
tively small per cent of these woodlands, the farmer, if
he expeets to seeure a satisfactory stand of reproduction
within a reasonable length of time, will have to employ
some cultural measures.

A full treatment of the problem of

woodland management in this publication is neither desir
able nor possible.

It seems necessary, however, at this

point to consider just what areas will need attention by
the owner to insure their rehabilitation, and also what
cultural measures or silvicultural treatment appear to be
the most promising as a means for accomplishing this. When
through regeneration, a complete stocking of young trees
has been secured, a system of management should be adopted

which will maintain its productivity and perpetuate the
growing stock. The following discussion applies only to
the treatment of the farmwoods from the time the livestock
are removed to the point where a full stocking of young
reproduction has been secured.
larly Stage
The plot data for the three recognized types indicate
that in woodlands which are in this early stage, natural
reproduction will ordinarily become well established within
five years following the exclusion of livestock.

This

young growth will be largely composed of the same species
as the overhead stand. Provided the overhead stand is com
posed of satisfactory speeles, no cultural treatment will
be necessary to insure the early rehabilitation of this
class of woodlands. It will be good practice, however, for
the owner to make a careful examination of his woodland at
the time the livestock are removed, for the purpose of mark
ing all trees of undesirable species which will disseminate
seed. These trees should be removed at the first opportun
ity, if possible before the livestock are taken out, and
certainly before they have an opportunity to ripen and
scatter their seed.

Transition Stag©
Little difficulty will be experienced in securing re
production in the farmwoods which fall within this class
ification.

Unfortunately, however, the character of repro

duction will vary widely, depending largely upon crown
density and the percentage of desirable species in the
overhead stand. Where these percentages are relatively
high, there production will be largely of the same species
Where the crown density falls below SO per cent the repro
duction will contain a considerable number of species not
normally found in the overhead stands. These are usually
light seeded species which have been carried into the wood
land by the wind, or else are species having palatable
fruit which have invaded the woodland by means of birds or
mammals.
In these woodlands, the farmer is confronted with a
considerably greater difficulty than in those which are in
the early stage•

As soon as the farmer has made up his

mind to remove the livestock, he should immediately take
steps to eliminate from the overhead stand all trees of
undesirable species which may produce and distribute seed.
A note of warning must be inserted here, however, to the
effect that care should be taken not to remove too many
dominant trees. Those stands in which selective cuttings

have removed a large number of the more desirable species,
will probably contain a number of dominant trees of less
valuable kinds. In such cases, it will be better to permit
these to remain than to open up the stand too much.

As a

general rule, it may be stated that the crown canopy should
never be reduced below 70 per cent, if possible to avoid
doing so. If a good seed crop of the species desired is
obtained, this will usually be sufficient to insure satis
factory reproduction.
One of the serious difficulties in securing satisfac
tory regeneration in this stage is the rather open charac
ter of the stand and the absence of underbrush. As a
result, there is frequently in small woodlands a free sweep
of wind through the stand whieh has a very unfavorable
effect on germination and establishment. Mot only are tem
peratures and relative humidity relationships adversely
affected; but the light seeds of such species as the ashes,
elms, maples, and yellow poplar, are frequently carried out
of the woods into adjacent fields.
Air movements in the woods can be partially controlled
by the encouragement of a brushy border at least along the
windward side of the woods. Possibly a dual purpose wind
break could be established of osage orange which co\ild be
utilized for fence posts after it had accomplished its

A condition which must be guarded against
Figure 25. The papaw which has survived continuous grazing in this beech-maple stand
will undoubtedly dominate the reproduction unless eradicated at the time livestock are removed-

purpose. The advantage of such a brushy border as a shel
ter for insectiverous birds of value to the -farmer is not
to be minimized; nor is its utility, when combined with
two strands of barbed wire, to be overlooked as an effective
and economical means of fencing a woodland against livestock.
Open Park Stage
Farmwoods which have reached this condition present a
rather serious problem in securing satisfactory natural re
production. The presence of a complete sod cover forms the
most important obstacle to successful regeneration. Under
natural conditions, this sod cover will not break up rapid
ly enough to assure natural reproduction within a reason
able length of time. Five years is about the minimum which
ean be expected in which reproduction in any quantity will
be established in these areas.

This may often be extended

to 15 years. Obviously, this is too long a time to wait
for natural regeneration. It is also usually true in these
woods, that heavy cuttings in the overhead stand have re
moved most of the desirable species and there are very few
seed trees of these species remaining to restock the area.
It is better in this class of woodland to permit the
dominant trees to remain regardless of their desirability
as seed trees.

Their value in re-establishing desirable

forest floor oonditions suitable for the establishment of
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reproduction and necessary for its growth is more important
than the danger of their dominating the reproduction. It
is necessary to secure a full stand of young growth, regard
less of the species, in these woodlands as soon as possible
in order to prevent further deterioration in site quality.
In the upland swamp type, natural reproduction will
probably be more successful than in either of the other two
types. The principal species of upland swamp type have light
seeds and fair erops are produced annually. The sod cover
will disappear more rapidly in this type and five years will
normally insure satisfactory restocking of the area.
In oak-hickory woodlands of this class, all intermedi
ate and overtopped trees of undesirable species &ould be
removed. The dominant and co-dominant speeies should nor
mally be left unless their removal will not materially de
crease the crown density. The next step is to break up the
sod cover. This can be accomplished either by discing the
area or by the introduction of hogs for a short period prior
to the maturing of the seed crop.
The beeeh-maple type represents the most serious con
dition. These stands are usually in the most deplorable
silvicultural conditions. Frequently the dominant stand is
composed entirely of over-mature and hollow beech. Beneath
this is frequently an unaerstory of papaw, hop hornbeam,
and blue beech. A good seed crop of beech can only be

depended upon about onee every five years. It is obvious
that the removal of a number of inferior species in such
stands will open up the crown canopy excessively. In those
cases where beech is the only desirable species remaining
in the overhead stand, it will usually be more successful
to secure reproduction by underplanting with those species
which are desired.

When this is done, the overhead stand

must be removed before the planted trees become suppressed.
In all three types, as in the previous stages, it will be
desirable to encourage or plant a windbreak on the windward
side of the area.
Final Stage
The farmwoods which have reaehed the condition charac
terized by the final stage cannot be expected, by natural
means, to regenerate satisfactorily. The complete sod
cover which occupies the ground in these woods will usually
persist for many years, and it is doubtful, where full sun
light strikes the ground during much of the day, if this
sod can be quickly destroyed even by discing. Repeated
discing for several years may prove successful.

The few

trees of desirable species remaining in the woods by the
time the stand reaches this stage are unable to produce
seed in sufficient quantities to restoek the area within
a reasonable length of time. Those whieh remain are usually

overmature and of such low vitality that what seed they do
produce is of poor quality and possibly carries undesirable
hereditary potentialities. Even when seedlings become es
tablished, the possibility of good growth under the unfavor
able conditions of site is remote.
These areas represent a class of land, the proper man
agement of which is much in question. The grazing value,
while low, is probably as great and possibly greater than
the anticipated return from forest products, considering
the length of time and the rather large expenditures which
will be necessary to bring sueh areas back to a productive
woodland condition. The writer, after having examined hun
dreds of these derelict areas, is of the opinion that it
is rather questionable economics to attempt to save these
stands from their ultimate transition to open pasture land.
However, there are frequently circumstances where values,
other than cash income, will prompt the farmer to attempt
the rehabilitation of these areas. The need for fence
posts or other farm timber, aesthetic reasons, or a desire
to create favorable conditions for animal or bird life,
may justify the farmer in artificially regenerating sueh
areas by planting forest trees.

When this is done, he

should plant only those species which can endure the unfav
orable soil and site conditions brought about by excessive
grazing.
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SUMMARY AEOD CONCLUSIONS
1. The rehabilitation of the farmwoods throughout the better
agricultural sections is one of the chief problems which
must be solved if an adequate forestry program for the
State of Indiana is to be achieved.
2. The removal of livestock from these farmwoods will be
the first step toward the accomplishment of this goal.
3. Because of the extreme environmental changes which have
taken place through years of continuous overgrazing,
these woodlands are largely incapable of speedy natural
recovery to a productive forest condition.
4. The principal factors controlling the germination, es
tablishment, survival and future growth of reproduction
on these areas appear to be:
(a) The presence or absence of a tight sod cover at
the time of the removal of the livestock.
(b) The density of the erown canopy of the overhead
stand.
5. In the transition from well timbered areas to open pas
ture, grazed woodlands pass through four easily recog
nizable stages.

These stages are defined as:

(a) Early Stage—Sod cover absent; erown density 80
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per cent or more.
(b) Transition Stag©—Sod cover absent; crown den
sity less than 80 per cent.
(e) Open Park Stage—Sod cover present; erown den
sity 50 per cent or more.
(d) Final Stage—Sod cover present; crown density
less than 50 per cent.
6. The regenerative capacity of grazed woodlands appears to
be elosely correlated with the stage in this transition
in which the area falls at the time of the removal of
livestock.
7. Th© increasingly unfavorable site conditions found in
these successive stages is reflected principally in:
(a) A decreasing amount of reproduction per acre.
(b) An increased length of time required to seeur®
a full stoeking.
(e) A decreasing percentage of reproduction of
valuable species.
(d) An increasing percentage of weed tree species.
(e) A decreasing percentage of survival following
germination and establishment.
(f) A decreasing rate of growth of established
seedlings.
8. In woodlands which have not passed beyond the early stage,
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natural reproduction can be depended upon to assure the
satisfactory regeneration of the area. The new stand
will normally be of the same species as the overhead
stand and they will usually be present in approximately
the same percentages. No cultural treatment will be
neeessary, other than that dictated by good woodland
management, to bring such stands back to a productive
condition.
9. Farmwoods representative of the transition stage will
normally regenerate naturally in sufficient amounts to
assure a full stocking at maturity. However, the compos
ition of the new stand may be materially different from
that of the overhead stand. A. few simple precautionary
measures are recommended which, if followed, will mater
ially assist in controlling the composition of the new
stand.
10. The sod cover present in the open park stage effectively
prevents natural reproduction as long as it remains.
Under natural conditions, therefore, satisfactory regen
eration is often seriously delayed. Lack of seed trees
of desirable species and the open character of these
stands, together with the slow growth rate of resulting
reproduction, renders it extremely doubtful if satisfac
tory regeneration can be obtained within a reasonable
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length of time without considerable cultural treatment.
Several economical measures are suggested as a means of
creating conditions more favorable for germination and
survival of tree reproduction.
The final stage represents the condition in which a
large percentage of the grazed woodlands in northern and
central Indiana are to be found. Under natural conditions
the tight sod cover present will persist for may years,
effectively preventing the material establishment of any
tree species. Satisfactory regeneration of desirable
species by natural means is impossible and planting is
not recommended.

Usually such areas will have a higher

value if converted to permanent blue grass pasture.
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